
WOW CLUB

Writing Behaviours Needed to Advance Benefits

Master 
Writer

- You are working on becoming an 
accomplished writer.  !

- You are learning to use interesting 
words.!

- You write interesting sentences!
- You understand where to break your 

story into paragraphs.!
- You independently write stories free of 

errors (edited and fixed)

You love writing and you write for 
enjoyment… you don’t care about 
advancing another level…. you just want 
to be a writer!

- Use of the writing centre!
- Writing Folder!
- Finished stories published on the 

web page!
- EU on your report card!
- You get a draw from the Treasure 

Chest for a knocking Teachers Socks 
off!!

- Stories published in class binder!
- Nutritious treat for published stories. 

Blooming 
Writer

- You are independent and are working 
on how to write a multi- paragraph 
story!

- Your stories have a good beginning, 
middle and end !

- You edit and fix up errors

- Stories separated correctly into 
paragraphs!

- Edited stories that make sense and 
are interesting!

- Consistently doing v. good multi 
paragraph stories.

- Use of the writing centre!
- You have a writing folder!
- You get a FM on your report card!
- Nutritious treat for completed edited 

stories. !
-  Treasure Chest when you advance to 

next level.!
- Stories published in binder

Budding 
Writer

- You are working on writing paragraphs!
- You write independently!
- You use capitals and punctuation 

correctly!
- You make few spelling mistakes!
- You edit and fix up errors 

- You write a paragraph with indenting!
- Your paragraph is about 4 or 5 

sentences long!
- Sentences in your paragraph are 

correct.

- Nutritious treat for  completed Edited 
Stories.!

- Stickers for good paragraphs!
- MM on your report card!
- Treasure Chest when you advance to 

next level

Sprouting 
Writer

- You are working on writing sentences 
correctly.!

- You are working on using a capital at 
the beginning of the sentence and 
punctuation at the end.!

- You are starting to use your QWH to 
spell words!

- You are trying to write sentences 
independently.

- You can write 3 or 4 sentences about 
the same thing!

- All of your sentences begin with a 
capital letter!

- All of your sentences end with 
punctuation !

- You use your QWH without much help

- Stickers for good sentences!
- A phone call to your parents to report 

your good work when you write 3 
correct connected sentences 
consistently.!

- Nutritious Treat when you have write 
3 correct connected sentences.!

- Treasure Chest when you advance to 
the next level.


